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Picking your race is extremely important towards your play style
and progression through the game. Not only will your in-game
graphics be specific to your race, but certain race advantages
affect building structure speed, troop building, and battleship
creation. It would be wise to consider these advantages early in
your GoFA career to play towards what your race does best!

EFFECTIVE PLANET COLONIZATION
RACE AND PREFERRED PLANET QUICK REFERENCE

PLANET ORBIT VIEW

Vossks build Ships and Carriers 10% FASTER
than any other species.
“In a game where the amount of ships brought to battle is the
difference between a win or a loss (in a battle or a planet), my
natural choice was to “go as aggressive as possible”. Being Vossk
enables me to build carriers and ships the fastest and naturally
especially in mass quantities to get me back into the fight ASAP.
I’ve found this to be important in having a fleet reserved during
major wars and recouping ship losses quickly with Credit and
EXP achieving missions.” - KIMA

THE COLLECTIVE PRO TIP:
When looking for planets, break down
these planet stats into “20% per Star*” - it
is much easier to think about when stacking
Skill Point bonuses and Race Species Boost.
For example, this Vossk planet is equivalent
to “100%” Efficiency (when stacked with
Species Bonus) and can extract Metal at
40% + 30% (@ Metal SP - 6/10) at an
equivalent of 3.5 Stars. This could change
the way you want to build this planet!

Nivelians build Structures 10% FASTER and
cheaper than any other species.
“Building planets from the ground up requires the most time in the
game. In my opinion, during a war-time situation if my planets get
taken, I can rebuild any planet levels lost and be at full-strength
quicker than any other race, especially when stacked with
Planetary Construction (Skill Point). I’ll take a solid foundation in
building buffs any day over an advantage in ship building speed.”
- Thulsa Doom

* Statistic not verified by FishLabs but has notable correlation to statistic buffs
PLANET STRUCTURE VIEW
YELLOW CITADEL

Terrans build Structures, Ships, Carriers, Troops,
and Spy Drones 5% FASTER and cheaper than
any other species.
“Between the different races I wasn’t sure of the direction I was
going to go as far as being heavily battle-oriented or having
exceptional planet development. The Terran race has smaller
but even percentage of bonuses on everything you can build in
the game and the only race with a bonus to quicker troops which
conquer planets. I’m happy having a well-balanced play style…
without having an extra set of eyes or looking like a space turtle.”
- FEARLESS

CREATING SYSTEMS OF PLANETS
PROTECTING YOUR ASS-ETS:
Depending on your style of play, and whether you’ve found your place in
an alliance that suggests relocation to their cluster, it may be time to settle
into a new “home” system. As you level and gain outer planet slots, it may
benefit you to colonize or close an entire system to yourself for rapid resource
transfer benefits, much faster carrier transit planet-to-planet (than system to adjacent system), and in a war scenario, increase the time in warning you of any
incoming attacks from outside the system, enabling you to develop a defense
against the attack or even place a Call for nearby teammate aid.
THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX:
It may not matter that all the planets aren’t 100% ideal for your Race or that
they aren’t all “amazing stats”. For some, this thinking is secondary to the
protection gained towards an overall stronger and tight-knit cluster defense,
especially within an aggressive alliance play style. It is more impressive to
yourself and your teammates to see what you can accomplish with 6 planets
when only 3 of them give you a Species Bonus and the other 3, having lopsided Mine stats with zero bonus, are developed into something spectacular.
Be creative and work towards the strengths of the planets!

GALAXY VIEW - COLONIZATION MODE

THE COLLECTIVE PRO TIP:

SCORING CITADELS:
Citadels are highly sought after in the Shroud
Nebula. They are rare, almost always already
colonized, warred after, and even bought, sold
or traded! They naturally generate RED, BLUE,
or YELLOW artifacts with different ATTACK,
DEFENSE, or SPEED benefits respectively towards
your Carriers. As you progress, you will be
lucky to own many of them, especially if you
join an alliance that will help obtain them from
enemies. Just remember, a Citadel structure
itself takes one planet slot and the “Dig” Command
generates an Artifact every 9 to 11 hours
depending on level.
SYSTEM VIEW - 100% MAJORITY OWNERSHIP

Familiarize yourself with ALL modes in
Galaxy View as soon as possible. A quick
scan through Colonization Mode thru Top
10 mode to Planet Owners Mode can help
you build a “well placed” planet amongst
allies or enemies OR help you build a
perfect combination of planets towards a
power system in a “Safe Zone”. In Colonization Mode, the greener the system, the
higher chance of finding great stat, high-slot
planets together, plus artifacts are found
much easier!

RACE MATTERS:
Species Bonus % on planets greatly enhance what you can build or research with the planet. Whether its digging an artifact,
building an extractor, troops, ships or researching tech. It’s an overall “big deal” to have an excellent species boost planet
(maximum 20%). If all of the planetary stats are near great but it’s not your RACE favorite, I would still settle on a planet that
is a Compromise 10% species boost with great stats planet than a 0% boost “perfect” planet UNLESS you are building an
advanced specific planet, like a lop-sided Metal Extraction only planet for high Metal Economy.
WHEN COLONIZING PLANETS:
Visually, in SYSTEM VIEW, if a planet looks larger than the others, chances are it does have high build slots (10 to 12 slots
would be amazing). High-slot planets give you more room to build what you want, or even specialize, and not have to sacrifice
a structure. The PERFECT planet consists of 20% Species Boost, 12 Slots, 5-Star Stats on Metal/Gas/Crystal Mines and 10-Star
Efficiency (and on top of that, even be a Citadel) - these are extremely tough to find, so if you find one in proximity to your
other choice planets, send a carrier to Colonize it quickly! Bear in mind, you may want to assess your choice and communicate
with your neighbors or majority alliance-controlled systems before being perceived as a threat!
YOUR FIRST JUMPGATE:
Probably sucks (after reading the above). GoFA randomly selects your first colonization so your initial planet may not be ideal.
When scouting for an alliance or finding your own place in the Shroud Nebula, demolishing or “burning” a planet’s HQ will
become common practice. Remember and be careful, it is much easier to choose your new GATE location while you have less
Outer Planets, colonizing an ideal planet and burning your initial GATE planet, for instance, guarantees your GATE location,
versus burning and having the game “play the lottery” and randomly selecting from 10 of your Outer Planets! Guard your
GATE PLANET wisely as it is the gateway to anything safely built and moved to and from your INNER SYSTEM of planets.

RACE & PLANET SELECTION

RACE & PLANET SELECTION

CHOOSING YOUR RACE & WHY

An ultimatum of any MMO game is the allure and challenge of finding
individuals from around the world that are completely different from one
another yet share common interests to form a stronger group; an alliance
that benefits the team, especially when space (literally) is limited. Many
believe that the key component and strategy of GoFA is to be a part of
an active, quality (over quantity) alliance. Others command leadership in
creating their own, enforcing strict minimum level requirements and continued growth for membership. Furthermore, some alliances are closed,
are invite only or are even feared “ghost” alliances that show no tags, but
hold communication outside of GoFA to enforce guerilla warfare in the
Shroud Nebula. What will you choose?

THE COLLECTIVE PRO TIP:
Familiarize yourself VERY well with your
surrounding neighbors and reach out
to similar-level, neutral players in your
Nebula area to bond quickly as a new
alliance! Remember: Diplomatic communication will get you farther in GoFA than
your player level, the amount of ships you
have, or which alliance you join.

ALLIANCE MEMBERSHIP RESPONSIBILITIES:
Whether you are fortunate to lead your own alliance or have
displayed your loyalty and earned a place within one, members
achieving rank of Senior Officer (SO) are priveleged, captain-level, officers that can influence Alliance-wide decisions such as
Declarations of War, sending/receiving NAPs, accepting truces,
and modifying the Alliance description along with the Leader.
There are only six SO positions available along with your Leader
that can raise the maximum alliance Membership by 7 PLAYERS
EACH for a total of 49 members in any alliance.
Furthermore, only Leaders can appoint their SOs and SOs
can only promote members to the rank of Officer - appointing
your Senior Officers requires careful thought as they should
uphold and represent the core foundations of the alliance. If an
SO temporarily leaves an alliance, which is then over maximum
membership, all alliance diplmacy actions are also temporarily
suspended until another SO is promoted in his/her place.

ALLIANCE COMMUNICATION

CHOOSING TO LEAD AN ALLIANCE:
Kudos. Your leadership ability will truly be
tested in the Shroud Nebula. Not only will
you engage with other leaders in Diplomacy,
Peace Negotiations, Declarations of War,
Ceasefires for Truce, and Non-Agression
Pacts (NAPs), your mettle will be tested within your own alliance and its management.
Trust will need to be gained, promotions are
needed for increased morale, and Senior Officers to be appointed for alliance dealings
when you are unavailable.
Creating an Alliance requires Commander
Level 5, one of each color artifact, an Alliance Name, and a specified TAG of 3 letters,
numbers or symbols. An Alliance Description
is also suggested and can equally promote
friendly recruitment from the Nebula, specify
diplomacy views in the shroud or just plain
threaten all who challenge the strength of
the group.

GET LINE by NAVER JAPAN:
While there is no doubt that all gameplay
communication between leaders, alliance
members, and neutral players can actually be
done in-game, it is both the most frustrating
and slowest method to try to organize your
alliance -- or admittedly anything else for that
LINE by NAVER JAPAN matter, especially during war times and truce
meetings.
GoFA’s current “Message Box” or Posterboard style of communication is best reserved for Pinning general alerts (like Attack or
Defense Calls) or to shoot a quick message to a player only to tell
them to get on LINE to continue conversation.
We understand that developing an in-game chat network in a
mobile MMO of this size might influence gameplay speed and
server stability, both of which we hope you would rather have,
therefore our suggestion to download LINE (available for iOS &
Android) remains a high one. Plus, FISHLABS actually suggests it as
a form of Live Technical Support from its Support team.
LINE is dedicated to multimedia messaging, with group messaging to up to 199 members in a room per chat. A true GoFA alliance
Leader will recognize the benefits of enforcing LINE chat to its
members, not only to form a tight-knit crew and promote inter-alliance communication, but to also rapidly express diplomatic views
and concerns amongst other LINE based Leaders and commanders.

CHOOSING YOUR ALLIANCE

CHOOSING YOUR ALLIANCE

THE IMPORTANCE OF ALLIANCES

THE COLLECTIVE PRO TIP:
LINE has organized every single major
alliance in GoFA. Its download and use
in this particular gaming community has
been proven to support multi-alliance
wars, promote new in-game economies
such as buying/selling of planets/troops
and provide an out-of-game server-wide
chat with other GoFA players. Use it!

LINE Logo is Copyright NAVER JAPAN and is used for informational purposes only.

CLUSTER ADVANTAGE & RELOCATION

ALLIANCE OF CLOSED ADJACENT SYSTEMS OR A “CLUSTER”

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS:
Joining an alliance that has chosen to locate itself in a particular
area of the Nebula (versus other,advanced play-style, non-cluster alliance methods, like “ghosts” or “ghosting”) has the distinct
advantage of a clustered defense. It is much easier to defend
a group of planets (or any planet) if you are in close proximity
to your other active teammates. The effectiveness of having
teammates closer to your planets is proven by how quickly
he/she can respond to defense calls, notify others, and send
Carriers and/or troops to your aid. A thriving alliance can even
powerlevel and propel all of its members forward by delivering
much-needed resources quicker to one another inside the cluster.

“If you have to ask, you’re already in trouble.”
- THE COLLECTIVE

RELOCATING AND INCREASED CLUSTER DENSITY:
If you have joined a particular alliance and have been asked
to Relocate to their cluster, scout out the systems for yourself
for proximally efficient planets and “roadmap” your future developments according to Race (if possible, see Race and Planet
Guide), but don’t forget the needs of the Alliance as a whole.
Can you fill a strategic planet in a system inside the cluster to
increase cluster density? Is your new position to provide overwatch to Cluster borders? Taking responsibility for your colonizations in Cluster can have tremendous affect on the outcomes
of attacks and defenses. Studying Galaxy View in Diplomacy
Mode and having frequent discussions with the alliance Leader
and SOs about building new defensive walls, for instance, can
earn you respect and a new Senior Officer position in no time.
THE COLLECTIVE PRO TIP:

Some of the best players in the game have had to relocate their Jump
Gates more than 20+ real-time hours away to reap the benefits of being
a part of a strong, active cluster. Found your dream alliance? Prove it!

ALLIANCE LEADERBOARDS
Alliance progress is displayed proudly in the Shroud Nebula.
Be sure to keep updated by reviewing the Leaderboards!

CONSIDER WHAT MATTERS:
If you are considering any
purchase in-game, remember
that GoFA is actually designed
to be an excellent “freemium”
game. No purchase is actually
required and given enough time
and strategic thought, non-paying Commanders can excel with
every other Commander. In this
way, the Nebula remains fair...
...well sort of. Here, there are
ways to increase your chances
of winning (a very loose phrase
in the Nebula), rather than a
single way to guarantee victory.

BUNDLED BP + ARTIFACT SALE POP-UP

That being said, as you progress through the game, Items
can be earned or purchased
and can never be taken away
from you once obtained; only
used to your advantage permanently. On the other hand,
Premium Limit Extenders provide
additional planet conquering
slots or increased fleet strength
capabilities, but even a vigilant commander with half their
attacker’s fleet count for defense
can thwart and “wipe” said
fleet.
STRENGTH IN DIVERSITY:
In real world use, great commanders purchase Limit Extenders knowing that they can possibly create dedicated squads
of fleets that can attack/defend
multiple positions simultaneously
or create powerful, tight-knit
clusters themselves or for a team
with their extra planet slots.

THE COLLECTIVE SUGGESTS:
While not necessary, if there
was only ONE in-game purchase
we suggest to invest in, it would
be the Double XP Booster for
USD1.99 - we believe that this
effectively cuts player leveling
time to 200 in half, which means
receiving Skill Points, Outer
Planet Slots, Extra Carriers and
Shipcount quicker.
Note: There is no way to “earn”
this Item in game. Just buy it!
Each Artifact purchased through
Items are 490 Credits (CR) each,
but is usually the last choice when
compared to the many ways of
obtaining them freely. Citadel
Planets produce them, Scanner
Missions cough them up from time
to time, and often in-game “sales”
pop-up for Ship Blueprints and
Artifact bundles.
Note: Try Credit rushing (or
“Crushing” for short) them
through a Citadel if you want to
purchase them “cheaper” after a
few hours of dig time.
Blueprints are schematics for
advanced ship types that, when
researched in a laboratory, allow
for the construction of advanced
battleships (naturally Mk2 ships
are more durable and accurate).
They can’t be found on a planet,
traded or found in any other
method other than through Items
purchase OR earned by chance
through completing higher level
scanning array missions. Impatient
commanders can purchase these
directly, of course, but we still
suggest waiting for a bundled sale
for the type you need.
Note: Just because you can get
them, doesn’t mean you can build
the ships outright. Check your
Shipyard and Laboratory levels
first before being “impatient”.

A MILLION WAYS TO FLY IN THE SHROUD:
Each commander has a unique approach to how they explore
and interact within the Shroud. To support these differences in
playstyle, commanders are customizable with thirteen different
Skills with Skill Points (SPs) allocated as the player chooses. SPs are
gained as a character progresses in experience level, and each
of the thirteen skills can be trained up to Level 10. It is essential
for commanders to put some thought into how they prefer to play
and plan out which skills they intend to focus on accordingly.
For example, an aggressive commander who plans to be on
the front lines of every war may wish to focus on the sharpshooter, supreme command, squadron and engineer skills. Alternatively, a more peaceful commander might allocate their points
towards building core infrastructure and planetary expansion, by
placing Governance, Resource specialization, Storage and Planetary Construction skills first. Other skills, such as cartography, can
be a great asset regardless of playstyle.
THE COLLECTIVE PRO TIP:

Find ways to tie in your current (and future) Commander Levels and saved SPs
with your Achievements. There are many Achievements that grant extra Credits,
Artifacts or Ships, for instance, that just need that last bump a Skill can give you.

ACHIEVEMENTS & MORE CREDITS
VARIOUS GAMEPLAY REWARDS:
Commanders are rewarded just for signing on (consecutively) and
many achievements kick back more than a few Credits. Completion of achievements is a strategy in itself and a Commander can
play specifically towards one of the rewards that, in turn, help to
complete another. As stated earlier, there are so many free ways
to increase chances of winning with patience. Of course, if you
don’t have time for that...
I’M A PLAYER AND I CRUSH A LOT:
Some Commanders just can’t be regular Joe’s in the Nebula (or
just ran out of patience) and that’s okay. Outside of using Credits
to buy Items, they can be used to shave hours, days or even weeks
from lengthy building construction, multiple hundreds of different
ships, and thousands of troops at once in a push of a button. As
long as you have the resources and real money budgeted properly, advanced everything is possible very quickly - this is called
a Credit Rush (Crushing or “Crush”). All construction, build and
research jobs have a credit cost associated with completing them
immediately. The more time remaining on a job, the more credits
it costs to rush it to completion. Credits are available in Bundles or
separately from 2800 (USD1.99) to 250K (USD99.99).

Limit Extenders are what we believe to be most deserving of your
hard-earned credits (no matter
how you earn your credits). More
planets can mean additional resources, or a hidden, deep-space
Shipyard. More Carriers and
Ships can mean the difference in
winning and losing a space battle,
especially with more “room” to
outfit properly or dialing in a reserve fleet during war time. Each
Limit Extender is 4900CR.
Note: To keep credit costs for
extenders to a minimum, avoid
extending your limits past double
their natural value.

USAGE OF 50+ CARRIERS (20+ EXTENDED)

COMMANDER CUSTOMIZATION

THE COLLECTIVE PRO TIP:

A word to the wise and/or frugal: Fishlabs has introduced a new “Happy Hour”
system that appears randomly during gameplay, but obtainable 3 different times
in 24hrs for all timezones. If you’re already looking to spend, catch one of these
to multiply any credit pack purchased within the hour.

CREDITS, ITEMS & SKILLPOINTS

CREDITS, ITEMS & SKILLPOINTS

ITEMS & IN-GAME PURCHASES

MISSIONS ACCOMPLISHED PART I

BEING THEORETICAL JUST DOESN’T CUT IT:
Many of us realized later in the game that there’s no one easy way to show the importance of Missions. Running them is a
good way to generate Experience Points (EXP), Resources, Artifacts, advanced MK2 ship blueprints, MK2 and MK3 Carrier blueprints, and happens to be a recyclable source of FREE credits. Basically, do them, unless you really want to end up
buying everything from Items and purchased Credits.
In explaining all of this, we have to start from the basics. There are only two types of missions, SHORT RANGE or LONG
RANGE, and each with a different subset of COMBATIVE and NON-COMBATIVE mission types. Hopefully, by being given
all of the information that’s ahead (and luckily, upfront), all Commanders new and/or experienced can benefit in knowing
what we came up with in real-world Missions Results. And, of course, a fair warning: if you want to win big with Missions in
GoFA all you need is PATIENCE.

BREAKING IT ALL DOWN
JUST SOME UNAVOIDABLE FACTS:
• Once a Carrier is sent on a Mission, there’s no turning back.
Win or Lose, you can’t Recall, unlike any other Carrier movement
commands.
• Red/Blue Artifact reinforced Carriers have the best advantage to
Combative missions versus Yellow or non-upgraded (Basic) Carriers.
Any Carrier is fine for Non-Combative mission types.
• Sending 100% of your Carriers on missions, especially LONGRANGE Missions (2 to 3 hours downtime), is a huge risk to you and
your alliances’ defensive capabilities. Don’t be that guy.

GARDEN VARIETY NON-COMBAT AND COMBAT MISSIONS

• All missions have a base run time (read their descriptions) and the
farther you are launching a Carrier from, the greater the return time
penalty is. Launch from within same-system if possible to minimize
the Mission downtimes.
• You can’t lose Carriers to Missions, but if you make a mistake and
send an empty one to a Combative type, consider it unavailable for
the duration of Mission time and an automatic loss (don’t worry).
• For Combative missions, you can send multiple Carriers simultaneously to the same Mission to finally win if it was too high in level to
win with just one of your current level available Carriers. But...
• ...to save you some time, a general rule of thumb to minimize battle ship losses in Combative missions, is to match the Carrier Level
to the Mission level to increase the odds of winning with just one
carrier. At least give yourself a battle ship quantity advantage.

MULTIPLE CARRIERS ON MULTIPLE MISSIONS

• The greater the risk, the greater the reward. The highest level
Missions obtainable are Level 10s (Combative or Non-Combative)
but you’ll need a Scanner that is at least Level 10 for a chance to
obtain them. A maximum Level 20 Scanner, of course, has the highest chances of obtaining Level 10 Missions but still, unfortunately,
can still result in a Level 1 thru 10 Mission. YMMV.
• A great amount of Experience Points can be gained by running
Missions, we classify two different kinds here: Non-Combative (EXP)
and Combat Mission EXP (CMEXP).
...Ready to see some charts? Let’s get this show on the road.

ONE SERIOUSLY GOOD REWARD PICK-UP - “THE HOLY GRAIL”

THE COLLECTIVE PRO TIP:

Experience Points gained through Missions can actually account for faster Commander
leveling each day. Even if you are a battle-hardened Veteran and want to gain EXP
through war, it would be impossible to outrun or outlevel a Commander who runs only
a few, moderately-leveled missions a day, plus his/her Carriers get rich (from accumulated rewards) and don’t have to die trying - they’re not as fun, but they surely work.

CONTINUED

MISSIONS ACCOMPLISHED PART I

MISSIONS: MORE THAN JUST KEEPING SCANNERS WARM

5 - 100

LONG RANGE

SHORT RANGE
There are a total of nine Short Range Missions
(SRMs) that are available to run from the
Scanner Array. The chances of good rewards
for these missions are overall lower regardless of
level, giving fewer EXP, less maximum resources, and significantly lower chances of Artifact,
Blueprint and Credit collection. On the plus side,
SRMs have shorter run times compared to Long
Range Missions and are cheaper and quicker to
Scan for. Combative Missions contain only Mk1
battleships. Generally speaking, these missions
are for risk-dodging rookies.

COMBATIVE
• Shipwrecks Detected (Search & Destroy)

There are six total types of Long Range Missions
(LRMs). Chances of GREAT rewards increase as
the level of mission increases, and respectively
raises the level of mission difficulty (especially
with Combative Missions). LRMs have significantly longer completion times (2 to 3 hours)
and require utmost Commander attention to
Carrier battleship outfits and Artifact Upgrade
Levels. Expect Mk2 battleship resistance. Wins
and mistakes to Combative missions are costly in
ship loss, but all Level 5+ Missions have a great
chance of return for high EXP, loads of Resources, advanced Blueprints and Artifact discovery
and a combination of everything inbetween.
When you feel like a graduate, do these.

LV 1 thru 10

LV 1 thru 10

2,500 - 25,000

N/A

N/A

6K - 60K

N/A

03:00:00

600 - 6,000

N/A

N/A

2K - 20K

N/A

03:00:00

2,500 - 25,000

N/A

N/A

6K - 60K

N/A

DERELICT SHIP
02:00:00

10 - 100

624 - 6,240

634 - 6,340

1.2K - 72K

10-100

ELITE PILOT TRAITORS
LV 1 thru 10

02:30:00

COMBATIVE
ABNORMAL SIGNALS

PIRATE BASE

MISSION ENCOUNTERS:

CREDITS

CREDITS

1.2K - 90K

RESOURCES

RESOURCES

2,038 - 2,830

COMBINED EXP

COMBINED EXP

2,028 - 2,730

MAXIMUM CMEXP

MAXIMUM CMEXP

10 - 100

NON-

PIRATE OUTPOST
LV 1 thru 10

MAXIMUM EXP

MAXIMUM EXP

02:00:00

COMBATIVE

MIN. DURATION
(HH:MM:SS)

MIN. DURATION
(HH:MM:SS)

NOTE: While we have done repetitive and thorough testing on all types of Missions, updates can happen (even silently) that can render this information obsolete
and so we will update this guide accordingly and as time allows.

LONG RANGE MISSION CAPACITIES

LV 1 thru 10
BATTLESHIP HUSK

02:00:00

10 - 100

1,248 - 12,480

1,258 - 12,580

N/A *

20-200

LV 1 thru 10

* In our testing, obtaining any amount of Resources with Elite Pilot Traitors is extremely rare, or
doesn’t happen at all.

THE COLLECTIVE PRO TIP:

High-level LRM Combative Missions are going to hurt but, interestingly
enough, one can experiment with different battleship load out types to
mitigate losses, recover hundreds of lost ships in the same day, and continue
gaining rewards through these missions repeatedly.

COMBATIVE

• Tachyon Peaks (Search & Destroy)

• Pirate Base (Search & Destroy - Medium)

• Abnormal Signal (EXP/Resource/Artifact)
• Derelict Ship (EXP/Resource/Artifact/Blueprint)

• Tachyon Radiation (EXP/Artifact)
• Unknown Shipwreck (EXP/Resource/Blueprint)

• Battleship Husk (EXP+/RES+/Artifact/Blueprint)

0:01:00

200 - 2000

78 - 780

278 -

N/A

0:02:00

300 - 1000

78 - 780

378 -

N/A

0:03:00

100 - 1000

78 - 780

178 -

N/A

PIRATE FIGHTERS
LV 1 thru 10

COMBATIVE

0:30:00

200 - 2,000

N/A

N/A

1,000 - 10K

0:30:00

100

N/A

N/A

N/A

UNKNOWN SHIPWRECK

PIRATE FIGHTERS
LV 1 thru 10

NON-

RESOURCES

NON-COMBATIVE

RESOURCES

NON-COMBATIVE

PIRATE HIDEOUT, SRM

COMBINED EXP

PIRATE OUTPOST, LRM

MAXIMUM CMEXP

COMBATIVE

MAXIMUM EXP

• Pirate Interceptors (Specific Fight)

COMBINED EXP

SHORT RANGE MISSION CAPACITIES

• Elite Pirate Traitors (S&D - “Hot Sauce”)

• Pirate Bombers (Specific Fight)

MAXIMUM CMEXP

• Pirate Fighters (Specific Fight)

• Pirate Outpost (Search & Destroy - Mild)

MAXIMUM EXP

• Pirate Hideout (Standard Fight Mix)

MIN. DURATION
(HH:MM:SS)

• Merchant Under Attack (Rescue)

MIN. DURATION
(HH:MM:SS)

MISSIONS ACCOMPLISHED PART II

Bear in mind, the information presented on these pages about Missions are not
expected to be an exact science (ever) and may not match what any Commander
receives in their individual playing experiences. Also, this is not a definitive guide
at how to “Win” at missions, but rather a display of possible rewards a Commander might expect in correlation to the choice of Missions he/she wants to invest
Carriers and time into. Your mileage WILL vary.

LV 1 thru 10
TACHYON RADIATION
LV 1 thru 10

PIRATE INTERCEPTORS
LV 1 thru 10
PIRATE HIDEOUT
LV 1 thru 10

UNKNOWN SHIPWRECK, SRM

ABNORMAL SIGNALS, LRM

THE COLLECTIVE PRO TIP:
Only Combative Missions in Long Range Missions provide the ability to earn FREE Credits. Combative Missions can also kick back a combination of EXP/Credits/Blueprints AND
Artifacts at the same time, but LRMs have significantly higher chances of obtaining all of
these compared to SRMs. Catching the drift yet?

0:04:00

200 - 2000

156 - 1,560

356 -

100 -

0:05:00

500 - 5,000

351 - 3,510

851 -

1,000 -

0:15:00

300 - 3,000

156 - 1,560

456 -

250 -

MERCHANT UNDER ATTACK
LV 1 thru 10
SHIPWRECKS DETECTED
LV 1 thru 10

THE COLLECTIVE PRO TIP:

Whatever missions you choose to run, remember to bring Freighters aboard,
with MK2 Freighters having the distinct advantage of carrying more Resources
AND helping you fill an additional battleship slot with the increased efficiency
in cargo space. Getting Free Resources is always a plus.

MISSIONS ACCOMPLISHED PART II

MISSIONS: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

COMING SOON!

CARRIER MOVEMENT & COMBAT PART I

CARRIER MOVEMENT & COMBAT PART I

CARRIERS, SHIPS & COMMANDS
BATTLESHIP CIRCLE OF LIFE... AND DEATH

CARRIER EVOLUTION
Carriers are the ultimate workhorses and war-machines of your Fleet. Forsaking their all-purpose functions drastically reduces your in-game effectiveness as they literally carry everything that makes your
economy, military, attack, and defense tick. Correct usage and understanding of all available Carrier
traits and commands as you progress dictate your ability to win and even lose battles wisely.
Choices of Carrier type and specific Artifact uprade paths can also correlate to the type of gameplay
style a Commender wants: ultra-fast Carriers (even more enhanced by Cartography Skill Point) to minimize space travel time or having the hardest-hitting Attack Carriers as possible, for example. Carriers
can also evolve from MK1 (Basic) to MK3 as Blueprints become available and supported by high-level
planet structures, increasing maximum available ship loadout each step of the way.

CARRIER OUTFIT NOTES:

THE COLLECTIVE PRO TIP:

Choosing to upgrade a carrier with
an Artifact yields immediate Speed,
Defense, or Attack bonuses (depending on the color) and also increases
the carrier one level per upgrade.
Each level gained also increases available ship bay space but consequently
costs more of the same Artifact color;
this action cannot be undone nor can
other colors be mixed so it is a permanent commitment per level going
forward. Addition of numerous artifacts compounds the specific bonuses
and Carrier level until it reaches a
Maximum of Level 20. Regardless of
which type of Carrier (MK1, 2 or 3) is
upgraded, maximum level is obtained
by having 210 Artifacts of a specific
color each.

Progressing from MK1 to MK3 Carriers not only
changes their physical appearance (they do look way
more badass though) but also ups the structure and
research requirements for them being built, and also
consequently increases the time each one is built.
Although it is definitely suggested to work away
from keeping ANY MK1 Carriers, building MK2s
can take many hours, and MK3 Carriers take over a
day, so we suggest building more than one Carrier at
once by deleting obsolete MK1 Carriers and Crushing
multiple Carriers when available, saving valuable time
and Credits.

MK2 FIGHTER
VOSSK SKIN

THE COLLECTIVE PRO TIP:

MK2 INTERCEPTOR
TERRAN SKIN

All Battleships of same type and Mark
are equal. Use a “Rock-Paper-Scissors”
analogy to compare which ship types
have distinct battle advantages to kill
other types. Read this graphic in the
“Clockwise” direction.

MK2 BOMBER
NIVELIAN SKIN

COMING SOON!

MK3 CARRIER UPGRADE QUICK REFERENCE:
CARRIER
LEVEL

MAX SHIP
COUNT

YELLOW
ARTIFACT

RED
ARTIFACT

BLUE
ARTIFACT

0 (BASIC)

150

1250FS*

N/A

N/A

5

175

1500FS

+10%
Damage

+10%
Defense

10

200

1750FS

+15%
Damage

+15%
Defense

15

225

2000FS

+20%
Damage

+20%
Defense

20
(MAX)

250

2250FS

+25%
Damage

+25%
Defense

Carrier Flight Speed (FS)* is increased as the amount of Yellow
artifacts are upgraded onto a Carrier, but a MAX Level MK2
Yellow Carrier (3000FS) will still be 750FS units faster than
a topped out MK3. This could mean the difference of making
a Joint Strike or Defend and, ultimately, possibly losing a
planet if you’re not able to place defensive Carriers in time.
Play towards a Carrier’s specific strengths in relation to your
gaming style.
Study the pop-up information icons to gain a grasp on how
your choice of Carriers and their Artifacts might affect your
current builds of battleships.

TOP TO BOTTOM: MK1, MK2, and MK3 NIVELIAN CARRIERS outfitted to MAXIMUM UPGRADED LEVEL (LVL 20) RED, YELLOW and BLUE, respectively.

CONTINUED
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CARRIER MOVEMENT & COMBAT PART II

CARRIER MOVEMENT & COMBAT PART II

CARRIER COMBAT & BATTLE REPORTS

INDEX OF COMMON GAME TERMS
CRUSH: Credit Rush (The process of using Credits to Rush a selected job to completion)
JG: Jump Gate (The outer planet that is the bridge to the Inner Home system. It is represented by the swirling

Vortex which is always pointed to in Galaxy view or the physical jumpgate icon in System or Planet Views.)

NAP: Non-Aggressive Pact (An Alliance that has an “agreement” with another Alliance to not take any
aggressive or hostile actions towards each other. This is not a “partnership”, just a mutually beneficial arrangement.)
DS: Drop/Swap (Trading a built planet with another member of your alliance or a NAP’d alliance member)
FOB: Forward Operating Base (A staged forward base of attack, newly colonized or an NAP’d Alliance planet that is used to stage on for operations)

GP: Gathering Phase (15 min time frame when attacking a planet, commencing immediately after arrival,
before the battle begins. This is critical staging time that allows your other Carriers and allied Carriers to join
in the attack thus allowing for joint strikes.)
ETA: Estimated Time of Arrival (Usually the time an individual Carriers will arrive at a designated location)
SS: Screen Shot (A picture taken of your devices screen, this is done by pressing the power button and home

button simultaneously on an i-Device)

SR: Spy Report (The result of sending spy drones at an enemy planet. Collects information such as resources,
troop numbers, ship count and structures on the planet.)
BR: Battle Report (The after action report of the battle, includes who was part of the attack, ships involved,

Carriers destroyed and other detailed battle information)

RSS or RES: Resources
JD: Joint Defend (When one or more teammates or Allies stations Carriers on a planet you own that is under

attack in order to protect the planet.)

JS: Joint Strike (A coordinated attack when one or more allies attacks a planet simultaneously, combining in
Gathering Phase)

TC: Trade Center (Planet structure used to exchange one resource type to another)
SY: Ship Yard (Planet structure that enables the construction of all types of ships from MK1 to MK3 Carriers to
regular and advanced ships)
PD: Planet Defense (Planet structure that improves the shield defense values of all friendly ships stationed on

the planet during battle)

PDXX: Planetary defense level
LAB: Laboratory (An advanced technology structure that provides the ability to research planetary techs. Researchs advanced ship types based on found or purchased blueprints, improves basic technologies and other
military defenses)

CIT: Citadel (A Planet type and Also the structure that allows for a player to acquire artifacts naturally)
BD: Bomber Defense (Tech that can be researched in the laboratory)
TB: Troop Battle

ABOUT THE GUIDE
The development and showcasing of this “Newbie Guide” is not meant to hand-hold or walk-through
anyone (new or even experienced) that is looking to start Galaxy on Fire: Alliances. THE COLLECTIVE
believes that Commanders should find their own ways of accomplishing what they want in terms of
Overall Game Strategy within GoFA (Combat, Planet building, Missions or otherwise).
We want this guide to be looked at as “thought provoking” quick reference, not an explanation of
every single button/menu item. All Commanders, even our own, should think outside of the box to
develop new and interesting ways to stay ahead of the competition. Besides, the Nebula will never
be the same place twice especially with the rate at which Fishlabs updates the game!
Good luck and see you in the Shroud, Commander!
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